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A model based on transient substrate and population balances coupled with Monod 
kinetics for growth has been formulated using several simplifying assumptions for batch 
cultures of cells which form biomass aggregates. The functional form of the analytical 
solution of this system of equations in its most generic aspect has been obtained and 
applied in the calculation of the time period corresponding to  the maximum average 
rate of biomass increase. 
Introduct ion 
Although most attention has been dedicated to the 
simulation of growth of and metabolite production by 
bacteria in the form of independent cells, several sub- 
stances of interest are more easily produced by eukaryotes 
such as molds and plants. Due to their higher structural 
complexity, molds and plants may tend to form multicell 
aggregates. Aggregation is often desirable from a practical 
point of view due to the positive effects on cell physiology 
and biochemistry, which may increase the yields of fine 
commercially important chemicals (Lindsey and Yeoman, 
1984). 
There are two major types of biomass agglomerates of 
technical interest: pellets of molds and nodules of plant 
cells. The growth of molds in the form of pellets has 
potential applications in the production of citric acid, 
giberillic acid, itaconic acid, cellulose, D-InannitOl, and 
protein from cellulose waste, in the decomposition of 
a-raffinose, and in the flavor production by mushroom 
mycelium in submerged culture (Metz and Kossen, 1977). 
The culture of plant cells in the form of nodules is a 
potentially useful technology because, although the cells 
can be grown and processed as in suspension cultures, 
they are partially differentiated; hence, they can be used 
for biosyntheses of valuable secondary metabolites, bio- 
logical chiral separations, and micropropagation of plant 
types of interest (McCown et al., 1988). 
In order to achieve the degrees of aeration necessary for 
active growth, some mixing must be provided. Batch 
cultures in roller bottle-type systems have often been 
selected because they yield gentle agitation conditions. 
The rolling action also tends to promote clumping of cells 
in spherical aggregations, thus avoiding the formation of 
pulp-like mycelium, and prevents damage to plant cell 
nodules by excessive shear (Fowler, 1984). Because the 
cell clusters stick to the liquid film on the surface of the 
bottles, as the bottles turn the tissues are alternately 
bathed in medium and exposed to air. In this article our 
attention will be focused on batch systems that can be 
considered well mixed. 
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To date, little effort has been directed to the mathe- 
matical simulation of the time-dependent distribution of 
sizes of biomass agglomerates. I t  is known that after 
inoculation there is usually a lag time before active growth 
starts. It  is also widely accepted that the production of 
secondary metabolites of interest may be efficiently 
accomplished via alternative biochemical pathways in the 
cells, which are triggered by changes in the concentration 
of one (or more) key component(s) in the medium. In 
general, the greater the size of the cell aggregates, the 
higher the total amount of cells available for metabolite 
production (which are mainly accounted for by the inner 
cells of the aggregates which are no longer exponentially 
growing and may have already achieved some degree of 
differentiation). Therefore, one problem of particular 
relevance is the determination of the best time at  which 
deliberate changes in the concentration(s) of the key 
component(s) in the medium should be made in order to 
essentially trigger the production of non-growth-associated 
metabolites by taking advantage of the actual overall 
biomass available. From an engineering point, of view, 
this can be done by application of optimization techniques, 
using as an objective function maximization of the 
production of biomass over the entire time interval 
encompassing the initial lag period and the active growth 
period in gradual evolution toward a stationary phase due 
to depletion of a limiting substrate. I t  is the purpose of 
this article to address this issue theoretically in a form 
consistent with traditional laws of biomass behavior, obtain 
the generic theoretical solution of the equations associated 
therewith, and explore the results in some situations of 
practical interest. 
Development of the Mathematical  Model 
The size distribution of an agglomerate of cells in an 
aqueous suspension distributed along a one-dimensional 
size coordinate can be expressed as a population density 
(or number distribution). If (i) the suspension of biomass 
agglomerates can be assumed to be well stirred and 
occupies a constant volume enclosed by fixed boundaries 
(except for a free gravity surface) with no inputs or outputs, 
(ii) the biomass agglomerates possess spherical geometry 
and are small enough and numerous enough to be 
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considered a continuous distribution over a given size range 
of agglomerates and over a given volume element of the 
suspension, and (iii) no agglomerate breakage or formation 
occurs in the system (e.g., viable spores are not released 
by the mold pellets, and viable single cells or incipient 
nodules do not slough off from the plant cell nodules), 
then the general population balance taken in the particle 
phase space can be written as (Randolph and Larson, 1962) 
&+-n- a aR = O  ~ = o , R > o  
at aR( a t )  
n = (>)a t > 0, R = 0, n = 0 
where n n{R,tj is the population density of the cell 
aggregates, t is the time interval elapsed after the active 
growth started, R R(t} is the radius of a cell agglomerate, 
No is the total number of cell agglomerates per unit volume 
of suspension, 6 is the thickness of the outer layer of the 
biomass agglomerates (or the only layer in the case of 
incipient aggregates), and CP = @(R) is a dimensionless 
density function (i.e., the integral of @(It) for R varying 
from zero to infinity is equal to unity). 
In biomass aggregates, cell division and multiplication 
occur almost exclusively in the surface layer. This 
statement has been substantiated for plant cell nodules 
via experimental observations reviewed by McCown et  al. 
(1988); according to these observations, the first devel- 
opmental stage of nodules is characterized by small cell 
clusters which, in cross section, do not show prominent 
internal tissue differentiation but have a diffuse surface 
which is dominated by linear arrays of rapidly dividing 
cells. Tile above statemcnt is also consistent with math- 
ematical models for the growth of biomass in the form of 
mold pellets developed by a number of researchefs and 
reviewed by Metz and Kossen (1977); according to these 
models, the variation of biomass is accurately fitted by a 
dependence on the cube of time. Because of diffusional 
limitutions on the transport of limiting nutrients (e.g., 
glucose or dissolved oxygen), the deeper cells of an 
aggregate are not likely to undergo active growth. Fur- 
thermore, the intrinsic stickiness of the cell surface or the 
excrc tion of polysaccharides and concomitant accumu- 
lation between cell or membrane walls is likely fo prevent 
the deeper layers from expanding if significant biomass 
increase were to occur. For the outer active layer, the 
classical exponential growth law should, in principle, apply 
according to 
dm 
dt  - p m  
_ -  
where m m(R} denotes the mass of the outer cell layer 
of the aggregate and p p(t) is the specific growth rate. 
Since the bulk of the aggregate is basically inert in growth 
terms, then (dM/dt) - (dmldt), where M = M(R) is the 
total mass of the aggregate. By assuming that the cell 
aggregates retain spherical symmetry in all stages of their 
development, eq 2 becomes 
- -rR3pc = p(4rR26pc) it(:: 1 (3) 
where pc denotes the biomass density, which is assumed 
to be virtually constant over the whole cell aggregate. 
Equation 3 can be simplified to yield 
dR - = 6p dt (4) 
1 an* an* - 
I* at* aR* 
-- 
t* = 0, R* > 0, n* = CP; t* > 0, R* = 0, n* = 0 (5 )  
where the dimensionless variables are defined as follows: 
n* p /pm= (where 
pmax is the maximum specific growth rate). 
The specific growth rate, p, has traditionally been 
correlated with the concentration of limiting substrate, 
Cs = Cs{t}, using the Monod equation. The validity of this 
correlation for biomass aggregates has also been reported 
(Mavituna and Park, 1987). For present purposes, this 
equation may be written as 
n/(No/6), R* E R/6, t* E pm-t, and p* 
p* = C*S 
K*, + C*, 
where the dimensionless variables are defined as C*S = 
Cs/Cs,o and K*s Ks/CS,O, and where KS is the saturation 
constant and CS,O denotes the concentration of limiting 
substrate a t  time zero. 
A mass balance to the limiting substrate can be written 
as 
dCS dM -Y -= J"(-)n d~ t = 0, C, = c,,~ (7) c/s dt  0 dt  
where YCIS is the yield of cell mass on the limiting substrate 
(assumed to be independent of the size of the aggregates). 
By recalling that (dM/dt) - (dm/dt) and that m = 4r6R2pc 
and employing these results in eq 2, eq 7 becomes 
dC*, 
dt* -- - -Qp*Jomn*(R*,t*)R* dR* t* = 0, C*, = 1 (8) 
where the dimensionless parameter is defined as Q 
4rp~6~No/(Yc/~Cs,o). Parameter Q is proportional to the 
total amount of initial actively growing biomass (i.e., prior 
to exposure to the nutrient medium and under the 
assumption that all cells of every aggregate are undergoing 
active growth) normalized by the total amount of biomass 
that would be generated if all substrate in the starting 
solution were used up. 
Equations 5, 6, and 8 must apparently be solved in a 
simultaneous fashion in order to obtain n*(R*,t*}, p*(t*}, 
and C*s{t*}. The construction of a numerical solution is 
likely to be a difficult task because one is combining an 
algebraic equation (i.e., eq 6) with an integral equation 
(Le., eq 8) and a partial differential equation (i.e., eq 5). 
This complexity may have deterred (at least to some 
extent) researchers in the biotechnology field from using 
the fundamental balances in their studies of population 
distribution. However, the aforementioned problem may 
be alleviated if the following sequence of manipulations 
is followed. 
The solution of eq 5 may be written as 
n* = CP(R* - \k)H(R* - \k) (9) 
where H(x) denotes the Heaviside function of x (defined 
as zero for x < 0 and as unity for x 1 0) and p(t*) = dV!/dt*. 
Substituting this result in eq 8, one obtains 
dC*, 
- = -Op*J:CP(R* - \kk)R* dR* t* = 0, C*, = 1 
(10) 
dt* 
provided that pc is approximately invariant with time. 
U .e of eq 4 in eq 1 gives 
Rearrangement of eq 10 using the techniques of changing 
the dummy variable (from R* to R* - 9) and integration 
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by parts leads to 
92@-"'(R* = 9)) t* = 0, c*, = 1 (11) 
where dj(@-G))/dR* j @ (j = 1-3). The simple form of eq 
11 is possible because physical constraints require that 
(R* - 9)2@-(i)(R* = m) = 0, (R* - qi)@-(ii)(R* = m) = 0, and 
@-@i)(R* = m) = 0. Applying differentials to eq 6 and 
using the result obtained in eq 11, one finally obtains, 
after rearrangement 
t* = 0, 1 p* = - 1 + K*, 
Use of the definition of 9 allows eq 12 to be rewritten as 
(13) 1 -- d 9  t * = 0 ,  9 = 0 ,  -- dt* 1 + K*s 
By realizing that putting (d9/dt*) E p* implies that d29/  
dt* = p*(dp*/dW (Stephenson, 1973), eq 13 may in turn 
be transformed into 
... (%) = (A) (1 - p*)2(2@-("')(R* = 9) -
9 = 0, 1 1 + K*s = - (14) 
The solution of eq 14 in terms of p* = p * ( 9 ]  can be obtained 
by separation of variables to give 
Q -- - a + (-) (6@-""{R* = 9) -
1-p* K*S 
9 = 0, 1 I.1* = - 1 + K*s 
where a is an arbitrary constant. Using the initial 
condition in eq 15, one finally obtains 
p* = 1 - K*S/[l+ K*s + Q(6(@-""{RR* = 9) -
@-('v'(R* = 0)) - 49@-""'{R* = 9) + *2@-(ii){R* = *))I 
(16) 
because physical constraints require that (i) \k@-("'){R* = 
@)(.+o) = 0 and that (ii) Q2@+)(R* = 9)(*=0) = 0, and it 
is apparent that @-civ){R* = 9 ) ( ~ = 0 )  @-(")(R* = 0). By 
remembering that p* d*/dt*, the following equation 
can be written: 
t* = 9 + K*ssdyd[/[l + 6Q(@-""{R* = E )  - 
@-(iv)(R* =0)) - ~Q[c$-(~")(R* = [I + Q[2@-(ii)(R* = [)I 
(17) 
The optimal time at  which biomass growth should be 
stopped in order to obtain the highest average formation 
of biomass (t,,t) is the time that leads to the maximum 
value for Yc/s(Cs,o - Cs)/( tb  + t), where t b  is the time 
corresponding to the lag phase, which includes not only 
the time the Fells need before undergoing active growth 
(Le., the lag phase proper) but also the time required to 
prepare the medium, charge the reactor, and inoculate it. 
This criterion may be expressed mgthematically as follows: 
where t*,pt = pmaxtopt and t*l, = pmartlag. (These two 
dimensionless variables represent the optimal time for 
biomass growth and the lag time, respectively, normalized 
by the time constant associated with the maximum growth 
rate; i.e., l/p,-.) 
The above expression in combination with eq 6 yields 
Once 9 = @It*) has been obtained from eq 17 and the 
corresponding fiist- and second-order derivatives of 9 with 
respect to t* have been sequentially generated, the optimal 
value of t* = t*opt may then be found by trial-and-error 
solution of eq 19. 
Practical Example 
has the form of a Poisson distribution: 
Assume that the initial population of cell aggregates 
R* rl exp(-R*) 
rl! 
n*(R*,t* = 0) 
where 7 is an integer parameter usually determined by a 
fit to experimental data. This distribution, which is 
centered around R* = q and has variance q,  has been 
invoked to describe several biological phenomena (Gellert 
et al., 1989). 
From a number of selected literature sources, data 
reviewed by Metz and Kossen (1977) encompassing such 
pellet-forming molds as Aspergillus sp., Penicillium sp., 
Morchella sp., Mortierella sp., and Lentinus sp., coupled 
with the physical evidence on the physiological behavior 
of nodules produced by the microculture of such plants 
as carrots, day lily, citrus, spruce, pine, and Populus sp. 
(McCown et al., 1988), as well as data on the behavior of 
suspension cultures of Capsicum frutescens (Mavituna 
and Park, 1987) and anchored cultures of a Populus alba 
X P. grandidentata hybrid (D. C. Cameron, personnal 
communication, 199Q):indicate that the typical ranges for 
the different physicochemical parameters of interest are 
as follows: 6 = (2 X X m, pc = 10-102 kg m-3, 
NO = 108-(5 X lo8) m-3, Ycls = 0.1-1, CS,O = 2-100 kg m-3, 
pmax = (1-5) X lo4 s-l, KS = 1-50 kg m-3, and q = 1-10. 
Thus, values for Q and K*s lie in the ranges 104-(4 X lo2) 
and 10-2-25, respectively. The values for Q ,  K*s, and q 
comprised in the aforementioned ranges which have been 
chosen for illustration purposes (viz., 1, 5,  and 10) yield 
the results of t*opt vs t * b  that are depicted in Figure 1. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
The number of spherical biomass aggregates with radius 
R below 6 should be virtually zero because 6 denotes the 
thickness of the uppermost layer of cella of said aggregates. 
Hence, eq 20 provides good agreement with the physical 
reality, provided that 7 is well above unity; this is so because 
the variation of n*(R*,t* = 0) for 0 < R* d 1 is mainly 
controlled by the termR* 7 ,  and this term leads to a sharper 
variation of n* in the neighborhood of R* = 1 as q becomes 
larger. 
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Figure 1. Plot of the normalized time interval for maximum 
average rate of biomass growth, t*opt, versus the normalized lag 
time interval before active growth starts, t*h, assuming that 9 
= 5. 
It should be emphasized that the shape of the population 
distribution of biomass aggregates with R* is invariant 
with time as is apparent from inspection of eq 9 .  However, 
this distribution is continuously shifted in the R* direction 
a t  rates which decrease with time due to depletion of the 
limiting substrate in the medium. Although data on the 
optimization of biomass production in the form of cell 
aggregates are not available in the literature, observation 
of the reported evolution of the distribution of sizes for 
the native nodules (i.e., for those which existed already in 
the inoculum and thus did not result from sloughing off 
from other nodules) of Capsicum frutescens (Mavituna 
and Park, 1987) and a Populus alba X P. grandidentata 
hybrid (D. C .  Cameron, personnal communication, 1990) 
suggests that the shape of the distribution is approximately 
invariant with time but is displaced in the direction of 
larger sizes. 
It is instructive to note that eq 17 represents a general 
situation which comprises two simpler asymptotic 
behaviors: for very small values of K*s, 9 = t*; for very 
small values of Q ,  9 = t * / ( 1  + K*s). In both cases, P* is 
approximately constant, and hence t*opt lies on a physical 
constraint. 
Although it may be argued that a topt vs tl ,  relationship 
would be more meaningful than the t*opt vs t*1, coun- 
terpart developed in the above analysis, it should be noted 
that (i) the normalization of time employed is the one that 
yields the smallest number of independent parameters in 
the final form of the mathematical expressions, and (ii) 
the relationship obtained holds irrespective of the units 
used for the various quantities (provided that a consistent 
system of units is employed throughout). As expected, 
the time corresponding to the maximum rate of increase 
in biomass in a batch culture of aggregated cells (i.e., t*opt) 
depends on the amplitude of the lag time interval (t*l,). 
However, the rate of variation of t*opt vs t*lag (see, for 
example, Figure 1) decreases with increasing values of t*lag 
for every value of parameters Q and K*s. Furthermore, 
for a common lag time period, t*opt is higher for higher 
values of either parameter R or K*s. The values for these 
parameters used to plot Figure 1 were chosen in such a 
way as to illustrate the reasoning developed within the 
range of physical interest. For some situations, however, 
the values of K*s and Q may be of such an order of 
magnitude that the variations of t*opt with t*lag will be 
much less noticeable. 
Notation 
c s  
cs,o 
c*s 
concentration of limiting substrate (kg m-3) 
concentration of limiting substrate at time zero 
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